cause of my brother’s flocks. And I was wroth also; for his offering thou didst accept and not mine” (Moses 5:35–38).

In consequence of Cain’s rebellion, the Lord cast him out of his presence (Moses 5:38–39; see SPIRITUAL DEATH) and “set a mark upon Cain, lest any finding him should kill him” (Moses 5:40), protecting him from death by the hand of any avenger (cf. also Moses 7:22). Moreover, Satan had convinced Cain that by committing murder he would acquire both power and wealth. “Cain said: Truly I am Mahan, the master of this great secret, that I may murder and get gain” (Moses 5:31). This latter point became the foundation of the SECRET COMBINATIONS instituted by Cain in collusion with Satan and perpetuated by Cain’s descendant Lamech (Moses 5:47–52).

In the Book of Mormon, although the origin and even the operating procedures of such secret organizations are mentioned and condemned from time to time (e.g. Hel. 6:22–30), MORONI, like others, purposefully limits himself to general remarks when discussing their evils.

And now I, Moroni, do not write the manner of their oaths and combinations, for it hath been made known unto me that they are had among all people.

. . . Whoso buildeth it [a secret combination] up seeketh to overthrow the freedom of all lands, nations, and countries; and it bringeth to pass the destruction of all people, for it is built up by the devil, who is the father of all lies; even that same liar . . . who caused man to commit murder from the beginning [Ether 8:20, 25].
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JAMES R. HARRIS

CALAMITIES AND DISASTERS

Calamities and disasters are sudden, unexpected events that cause extensive destruction, death, or injury and result in widespread community disruption and individual trauma. From its beginnings, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints has sought to be prepared against natural disasters following admonitions such as “if ye are prepared, ye shall not fear” (D&C 38:30). Preparedness is carried out on both individual and institutional levels.

In their homes, members are encouraged to have food storage sufficient for a year and other essentials of EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS: clothing, bedding, fuel (where possible), and the like. Church members are also advised to have sufficient supplies to enable them to be completely self-sustaining for at least fourteen days without the benefit of electricity and clean running water.

On the organizational level, the Church response to disasters is administered by the PRESIDING BISHOPCric at Church headquarters, by the STAKE PRESIDENT, and by the ward BISHOP. Each ward and stake has lay specialists called to assist in welfare and emergency preparedness. Meetinghouses are equipped to shelter people displaced by disasters, and regional storehouses can be drawn on for basic supplies. Large-scale disasters are responded to through the office of the Presiding Bishop.

Historically, Latter-day Saints organized to cope with the hardship crises in 1856, the flu epidemic of 1918, postwar crises in western Europe after both world wars, the Teton Dam disaster in southeast Idaho, mudslides and flooding in many places, and hurricane destruction in the South Pacific. The Church attempts to be in constant readiness to handle such immediate needs as search and rescue, food distribution, and shelter management. In addition, it addresses itself to individual members’ needs such as vocational training and emotional therapy, through the WELFARE SERVICES and LDS Social Services Departments of the Church.

REED H. BLAKE

CALIFORNIA, PIONEER SETTLEMENTS IN

Spaniards founded missions, presidios, pueblos, and ranchos in California seventy-seven years before the arrival of the Mormons, but Latter-day Saints were among the first Anglo-Americans to establish settlements there. Brigham YOUNG believed that a seaport on the West Coast was essential to the landlocked community in Utah. He may have thought early of San Francisco as a Mormon seaport, and the ports of San Diego and San Pedro (Los Angeles area) ultimately were included within the boundaries of the proposed state of Deseret (see DESERET, STATE OF).